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Outline

1. Background context – the need for change

2. Why the city environment is important for people? –
plus a look at City Planning over 60 years (Case Study)

3. What is ‘Metamorphosis’?

4. Progress/lessons learnt to date…



Background Context

1. Aspiration to develop Southampton as a more 
vibrant, sustainable and liveable City

2. Encourage a culture of walking and cycling, where 
this is seen as the norm

3. Lessons learnt from cities in Continental Europe, 
e.g.:

- Copenhagen
- Frieburg
- Delft…



Why the Need for Change?

1. Historic focus on cars and growth of car use:
- severe traffic congestion (and noise) at peak times
- poor air quality (previously one of worst cities in the country for NOx/PM)
- main roads exacerbate social isolation & segmentation…

2. Particularly harmful for children:
- breathing difficulties and reduced lung function/development
- impacts cardio vascular activity
- associated morbidity (premature deaths) – COMEAP
- increased safety risks near schools
- associated with inactivity, greater distance to play areas… 

3. Findings from LSTF and similar studies:
- difficult to get modal shift away from cars solely through ‘nudge’ effects
- hard to justify continued spending based on cycling campaigns alone
- need to give wider population a reason to cycle/use public space
- communities require greater ownership/developing sense of place… 



Important to develop the City environment for people? 

- story of City Planning* until recently…
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* courtesy of Mikael Colville-Andersen, 
Founder and former CEO of Copenhagenize Design Company;
and the work of Jan Gehl, and Gehl Architects



PLANNING THE LIFE-SIZED CITY
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Courtesy of MIKAEL COLVILLE-ANDERSEN
Founder and former CEO COPENHAGENIZE DESIGN CO.



Metamorphosis
• Metamorphosis aims to transform city

neighbourhoods with a focus on children: 
• “when a neighbourhood has many children on 

its public spaces, this is an indicator it is well 
designed as a people-oriented and sustainable 
neighbourhood”  

• EU Horizon 2020 R&I Project

• Aim to deliver improvements in physical and mental 
health, and the quality of life for all citizens

• Involves 13 partners*, including 7 cities and 3 
Universities across Europe

• 7 Work Packages (WPs), with TRG leading on WP2 
(user analysis and involvement)

• TRG budget of approx. 220,000 euros** over 3-years; 
total project budget of 3.4 Million euros. 

** Excluding indirect costs; the UK budget 
(GBP) is subject to exchange rate fluctuations

* City of Zurich is involved in implementation, 
but is not funded as part of the EU project



Project Partners and Organisation 

‘Steward’ 
partners (6) -
WP leaders

Implementation 
city partners (7*)

* City of Zurich is involved in 
implementation, but is not 
funded as part of the EU project

In Southampton/UK, City Council is the lead delivery partner 
(WP4/5), while TRG  leads on user analysis and involvement 
(WP2), monitoring/evaluation (WP6) and dissemination (WP7)



Summary Objectives
To transform from car-orientated to child-friendly neighbourhoods:

- Answer basic research questions related to neighbourhood transformation

- Build a common vision for public space transformations

- Achieve creative innovations for public spaces - in design, and in planning procedures 

- Evaluate take-up, involvement, process and impacts, and transfer results



What is different about Metamorphosis?

1. Developing an ethos of child-friendly neighbourhoods:
- sustainability implies designed with future generations
 conducive to walking and cycling, and reducing motor car use

- ‘co-design’ workshops with children, parents and local community
 changed the tone, and mechanisms of engagement
 seek feedback (evaluation), as well as design input

2. Children also act as enablers for change:
- they tend to be driven by their hearts, rather than logic
- it is difficult to ignore what children want/special place in our hearts
- they can change the way we look at ourselves, and our 

neighbourhoods…
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Source: ELTIS (2013)

Metamorphosis: Streets can become 
the centre of the community again
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Source: ELTIS (2013)

Where children can play…
School Streets
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Source: ELTIS (2013)

And where playing, socialization, health 
and wellbeing for our children…

all go hand-in-hand…



Focus on temporary street reclaimings to free 
up street space from motorised vehicles

The Case in Southampton



Trial Street Closures and School Streets

Sholing Street Trials
(Jun 2018 - Mar 2019)

Phase 1

Phase 2Elgar Road

Monty’s 
Community Hub

Valentine School

Phase 3

St. John’s School Street
(Jun 2018 – ongoing)



Trial Street Closures and School Streets
Sholing Schemes

• Three Phases:
o Trial street closure - Valentines school, 22 June 2018
o Transformation of public space - Monty’s 

Community Hub, 29 Sep 2018
o Trial Street closure - Elgar Road, 12 December 2018

• Making streets and public spaces safer, more fun and 
accessible to all, and linking communities to local 
facilities, including infants/primary school and shops

• Encouraging the use of active travel to promote healthier 
and more sustainable lifestyles, whilst reducing vehicle 
exhaust emissions and improving air quality

• Children's visions expressed on the streets and local 
public space - several ‘co-design’ workshops conducted in 
advance of schemes



Some of the Impacts…
• Cycling mode share has increased* 
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Cycling in Eastern part of City

AADF (both directions) 2016 2017 2018 2016-2017 2017-2018 2016-2018

Count Points in Eastern Part of City

Cycling: Motorised 

vehicles:

Mode 

Share:

Cycling: Motorised 

vehicles:

Mode 

Share:

Cycling: Motorised 

vehicles:

Mode 

Share:

Change Change Change

17531 A3024 Burlesdon Road (Sholing)* 86 15,804 0.5% 95 14,783 0.6% 105 14,676 0.7% 0.1% 0.1% 0.2%

37658 A3025 Portsmouth Road (Sholing)* 140 13,631 1.0% 317 21,730 1.4% 357 19,250 1.8% 0.4% 0.4% 0.8%

73606 A3024 Burlesdon Road (near Windhover)* 86 15,804 0.5% 95 14,783 0.6% 108 14,676 0.7% 0.1% 0.1% 0.2%

16891 A3024 before Burlesdon Road (Bitterne) 125 26,483 0.5% 151 24,705 0.6% 131 24,541 0.5% 0.1% -0.1% 0.1%

36987 A334 Bitterne Road East (Thornhill) 64 17,185 0.4% 30 14,256 0.2% 33 14,159 0.2% -0.2% 0.0% -0.1%

46963 A3024 before Northam Bridge 364 23,007 1.6% 349 22,981 1.5% 385 22,780 1.7% -0.1% 0.2% 0.1%

* These count points are within one mile of the Metamorphosis Schemes

Note: aside from Metamorphosis, there are few infrastructure interventions in this area of the City, 2016-2019

Elgar Road AADF (both directions)

Count Point 2016 2017 2018

946107 Cycling: 26 46 106

Motorised vehicles: 594 553 585

Cycling Mode Share: 4.2% 7.7% 15.3%



Lessons learnt (some highlights to date)

On the plus side:

1. Impact Evaluation:
- important to understand what constitutes success - not just about metrics

- some shift towards community valued, meaningful indicators 
- use of mixed methods - perceptions essential, but degree of subjectivity
- inclusion of case studies - scientists/engineers still want evidence though! 

2. Process Evaluation:
- as well as hearts and minds, the business case for change has changed
 not appropriate for economic benefits to revolve around travel time
 focus on healthcare savings, as well as quality of life/liveability indicators

- open dialogues/engage community partners, and let them run with the ideas 
 workshops with schools, bike hubs, youth forums, minority groups…

- some success indicators are easy to collect, e.g. number of children engaged



Lessons learnt (some highlights to date)

However:

1. Impact Evaluation:
- requires series of coordinated activities to deliver impact
- importance of connecting culture in widest sense - endorses sense of place
 but creating environment that attracts people to stay can be expensive 

(question of sustainability!)
- multi-disciplinary teams working together does not always bring the right result

2. Process Evaluation:
- difficult to agree common metrics across the different schemes:
 e.g. what features are considered ‘attractive’, or enhance ‘liveability’?
 even ‘number of children’ in public space can be difficult…

- engagement can still be resource intensive, even when seed-funding partners
 response from children can be unpredictable…

- transport and traffic operations being outsourced…



Wider Benefits…
• Creation of more vibrant and liveable 

public spaces: culture of active travel

• Increased sense of community and 
belonging

• Tackling air quality problems for a 
cleaner neighbourhood by reducing 
vehicle exhaust emissions 

• Better quality of life with 
improvements to physical and mental 
health through the promotion of 
active mobility

• Increased safety for children 
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Other Objectives/Benefits

Change city planning processes to help the community:

1. Bring town planning and transport planning teams together:
- develop virtuous circle as suggested by e.g. Bannister
- transport and traffic operations outsourced!

2. Allow communities to take back ownership of their streets:
- streamlines Council process to apply for road closures
- now free, provided 6 weeks’ notice given
- can be regular occurrence (using traffic orders) instead of one-off
- provide supporting toolkit, including guidance, signs, high-vis, play kit
- demonstration of community need



Thank You for Listening!

Dr Alan Wong
a.wong@soton.ac.uk

http://www.metamorphosis-project.eu/
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